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Vacuum table

To enable the routing of even smal-

lest parts without lugs, it is necessa-

ry to hold the panels with vacuum.

The ALC series is equipped with a

vacuum table. In addition to the

vacuum table a specially developed

“fleece” material can be used. This

material becomes tacky during the

machining process by the heat

produced by routing and this allows

the adhesive to hold down securely

to the table surface even smallest

work pieces.

Floating pressure foot

Having a good vacuum suction

without the risk of scratches on the

surface the ALC machine has got

a mechanically adjustable floating

pressure foot. With this the pressure

foot can be adjusted to float just

above the work piece.
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Machine Metalback
boards

With the ongoing development in

the PCB industry, it has resulted in

the use of new materials. This re-

quires new production technologies

and machines. PCB´s with alumini-

um back (IMS) or thick copper

boards are now commonplace in

the industry and to meet this manu-

facturing requirement new solution

is required. To do this with the high-

est quality and the short production

cycle a new machine technology

has been developed by LENZ.

The new LENZ ALC series.

With our many years of experience

in leading edge technology,  we

have developed and produced  a

drilling and routing solution which

is capable to meet the highest stan-

dards of the Metal back materials.

Cooling- and
lubrication system

The cooling and lubrication system

is integrated into the pressure foot

of the routing spindle.

This system ensures a fast, clean

and burr free processing of the

materials.

Spindle switch over

As an option the ALC can be equip-

ped with two spindles with different

collet systems. One spindle has the

standard 1/8” collet. The other has

a collet for 6mm shank tools, which

is a huge stability advantage for the

routing of thick panels.

The spindles will be switched over

automatically according to the part

program.
Tool change for 6 mm
shank tools

For the usage of standard tools with 6 mm

shank a separate tool change area has been

integrated. The spindles grip the tools directly

on tool change.




